The easy path to API architecture
In this era of digital transformation, most businesses face the same challenge:
How to migrate from legacy software to modern solutions without breaking the
bank?
You likely feel your legacy Windows systems can’t support you as you move to
the cloud or shift toward microservices architecture. But at the same time,
rewriting those applications or investing in new software is costly and timeintensive.
We created Thriftly to solve this problem. With Thriftly, you can transform your existing legacy app into a series of globally
accessible, secure web APIs, which modern developers can use to create new web, mobile, and cloud-based applications.
Let your existing apps serve as the foundation of your digital transformation. Create a modern, sustainable software solution
that utilizes your existing codebase, with Thriftly.

Features

Key Considerations

Simple API development, in languages
developers know. Developers can create
modern-standard APIs no matter their preferred
programming language (.NET/C#, Java, DataFlex,
Delphi) or background.
Easy API hosting and access. Thriftly creates an
SSH-secured path from your on-premise systems
to our web servers, where developers can access
APIs without touching your system.
True multi-protocol support. While other
platforms force you to choose a protocol, Thriftly
APIs simultaneously support JSON-RPC, JSONREST, SOAP, Thrift, and gRPC.
Built-in API testing interface. Our robust testing
interface allows developers to thoroughly test the
APIs they create.
Cost-effectively create modern applications
Thorough, no headaches API security. Easy-toimplement JSON Web Token (JWT) support
Provide secure local or global data access
prevents malicious entities from accessing your
data.
Transition toward the cloud and microservices
Third-party API management integration. Use
Microsoft Azure or open source solutions to
further monitor, manage, and monetize your APIs.

Testimonials
"Rewriting our existing
applications to function
efficiently on web and mobile
would've cost more than we
were willing to spend.
Thankfully, we found Thriftly."
Coby Sparks
CIO, J.Renee Group
"Using Thriftly, we converted
our existing business logic to
web APIs with very little work.
That's a great advantage for
software vendors launching
new solutions."
Henry Sheldon
CEO, Freight Management Systems
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